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The TaGS3 homoeologous genes (homoeologs) located on chromosomes 7A, 4A, and
7D in hexaploid wheat were cloned. Relative expression analysis of the three TaGS3
homoeologs revealed that the expression levels of TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D in
developing grains were higher than that of TaGS3-7A. Genetic evidence showed that
TaGS3 was a negative regulator of grain weight and grain size. Fifteen polymorphic
sites and five haplotypes were detected in TaGS3-4A. Two molecular markers were
developed to distinguish the five haplotypes. Association analysis using 260
accessions from Chinese wheat mini-core collection (MCC) indicated that TaGS3-4A
affected thousand grain weight (TGW) and grain length (GL). HAP-4A-1 and HAP-4A-2
were favorable haplotypes that increased TGW and GL and had undergone strong
selection during domestication of wheat. In addition, interaction of the TaGS3-4A and
TaGS3-7D homoeologs had significant additive effects on the grain traits. Hap-4A-1/
Hap-7D-2 was the best haplotype combination in increasing TGW and GL. The
frequencies and geographic distributions of favorable TaGS3 haplotypes among 1388
wheat accessions from worldwide sources provided clues for selection of yield-related
traits. Our findings demonstrated that TaGS3-4A had significant effects on TGW and
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GL. Marker-assisted selection of HAP-4A-1/2 combined with HAP-7D-2 has potential to
increase wheat yields.

© 2020 Crop Science Society of China and Institute of Crop Science, CAAS. Production and
hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is a staple crop in the world
providing nearly one-half of world food consumption. Im-
provement of the grain yield potential is the key focus of
wheat breeders. Grain size and thousand grain weight (TGW)
are major determinants of grain yield and grain size was the
target of selection during domestication, because large seeds
were generally favored due to ease of harvesting, enhanced
seedling vigor and widespread market preference.

Progress in rice genomics and isolation of increasing
numbers of yield-related genes in other cereals provide
opportunities for homology-based cloning of genes in wheat.
Cloning yield-related genes, developing functional markers
and identifying favorable haplotypes in wheat should be
helpful for yield improvement. A number of genes for grain
weight/size that play different roles at various stages of grain
development have already been cloned in wheat. For exam-
ple, TaSus2 was isolated and found to be significantly
associated with thousand grain weight [1]. TaCKX6 was
reported to play a leading role in controlling cytokin in levels
and affected grain weight [2]. TaCwi-A1, encoding the critical
enzyme for sink tissue development and carbon partitioning
(cell wall invertase), had a significant association with grain
weight [3,4]. TaSAP1-A1 was significantly associated with
grain weight, grain number per spike, spike length and
peduncle length in multiple environments [5]. TaCYP78A3
influenced grain size by affecting the extent of integument
cell proliferation [6]. TaGS5 was found to be a positive
regulator of grain size [7–9]. TaFlo2-A1 was associated with
TGW and a molecular marker was developed for marker-
assisted selection [10]. TaGW2 was significantly associated
with grain width and negatively regulated TGW by controlling
gene expression level during seed development [11–15].
Knockdown of TaBT1 caused a decrease in grain size, TGW
and grain total starch content [16].

OsGS3 was identified as a major gene for both grain weight
and length in rice [17,18]. It also affected grain length by
regulating stigma length and stigma exsertion [19]. Although
the wheat orthologs TaGS3-7D and TaGS3-7A were reported to
be associated with grain weight and grain length in wheat
[20,21], the effects of TaGS3-4A on grain size and grain weight
remain poorly understood. Therefore, identification of allelic
variants of TaGS3-4A with increased grain size/weight and
development of molecular markers could facilitate breeding
for yield by marker-assisted selection.

The objectives of this study were to (1) determine the
sequence diversity and allelic distribution of TaGS3
homoeologs in wheat; (2) assess the expression of the three
TaGS3 homoeologous genes in different tissues; (3) develop
functional markers for TaGS3-4A and identify the favorable
haplotypes for yield improvement; and (4) examine interac-
tions among favorable haplotypes of TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D.

The study identified potentially important genes and func-
tional markers for marker-assisted selection.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plant materials

Chinese Spring (CS) and T. aestivum cv. Kenong 9204 (Kn9204)
were used for cloning the TaGS3 homeologous genes in wheat.
The Chinese wheat mini-core collection (MCC) consisting of
150 landraces, 88 modern cultivars and 22 introduced lines
and representing more than 70% of the total genetic diversity
in the Chinese wheat germplasm collection were used to
detect the association of TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D haplotypes
with grain traits [22]. Three hundred and forty-three modern
Chinese cultivars (MC) [23], 478 cultivars from North America,
53 cultivars from CIMMYT, 382 cultivars from Europe, 82
cultivars from the former USSR (Former Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics), and 50 cultivars from Australia were
used to investigate the global distribution of TaGS3 haplotypes
[24].

2.2. Measurement of grain traits

The MCC panel was planted at Luoyang in Henan province in
2002, 2005, and 2006, Shunyi in Beijing in 2010 and Luancheng
in Hebei province in 2016. A randomized block design with
three replications was used in each environment, and each
accession was planted in a 2-row 2 m plot with 25 cm row
spacing and 40 seeds per row. Grain traits were measured by a
SC-G multifunctional seed analyzer (Hangzhou Wanshen
Detection Technology Co., Ltd., Hangzhou).

2.3. Cloning and characterization of TaGS3

Primers based on constructed sequences were designed using
Primer 5.0 software (http://www.premierbiosoft.com) and
synthesized by Shanghai Sangon Biotech Co., Ltd. (http://
www.sangon.com/). All the PCR primers used in this study are
listed in Table S1.

Full-length genomic DNA of the TaGS3 homoeologs was
obtained by PCR-directed cloning. The genomic sequence of
the rice OsGS3 gene (Os03g0407400) was used as a query for
BLAST searches against the wheat sequences database in
EnsemblePlants (http://plants.ensembl.org/). CS and Kn9204
were used to clone the TaGS3 sequences. A pair of conserved
primers was used to specifically amplify TaGS3 coding
sequences from the three wheat sub-genomes: A, B, and D
(Table S1). The PCR products were separated by electrophore-
sis in agarose gels, and the target bands were extracted and
cloned into the pEASY-T1 vector and transformed to DH5α
competent E. coli cells by the heat shock method (Transgen,
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Beijing, Product Code: CT101). Positive clones were selected
for sequencing. PCR and isolation of positive clones were
repeated at least three times.

2.4. Gene expression analyses

Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen,
USA). The first-strand cDNA was synthesized from DNase I-
treated total RNA using the PrimeScript RT Reagent Kit
(TaKaRa, Japan) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Quantitative real-time PCR was carried out in total
volumes of 20 uL using SYBR PCR kit (TaKaRa) on an ABI
7500 real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, USA) accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. All expression level
data obtained by quantitative real-time PCR were based on at
least four biological samples on which three replications were
conducted using the comparative Ct method after normaliza-
tion to the GADPH control. The specific primer sequences are
listed in Table S1.

2.5. Plasmid construction and genetic transformation

The coding sequence of TaGS3-4A was cloned into binary
vector pJIT163 under the control of the 35S promoter. The
recombinant plasmid was transformed into T. aestivum cv.
Kn199. Positive lines were verified by PCR amplification with
primers listed in Table S1.

2.6. SNP identification and functional marker development

Twenty-four cultivars (Table S2) were chosen for initial
detection of sequence variation in the coding region of
TaGS3-4A. SNPs were identified using DNAMAN software.

Two markers (Table S1) were developed to distinguish the
five haplotypes of TaGS3-4A. Genome-specific fragments were
amplified and digested by the corresponding primers and
restriction enzyme. PCR products were selected for DNA
sequencing and analysis in order to examine the accuracy of
markers.

2.7. Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were based on phenotypic data for grain
size and grain weight in five environments. One-way ANOVA
was performed in the SPSS System for Windows version 17.0
(SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) to determine phenotypic
differences between individual haplotypes and haplotype
combinations and Tukey tests were conducted to determine
the significance of differences.

3. Results

3.1. Cloning and chromosome location of TaGS3 homoeologs

The rice OsGS3 sequence (DQ355996) was used as a query
against the wheat genome sequence database in the
EnsemblPlants (http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html) to se-
lect potential candidate TaGS3 genes. Three Triticum aestivum

genes (2018 IWGSC RefSeq v1.0; TraesCS7A02G017700, start
7598370; TraesCS7D02G015000, start 733693567; and
TraesCS4A02G474000, start 6483394) were identified as poten-
tial orthologs of OsGS3. Uniprot (https://www.uniprot.org) and
ENA (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena) tools were used to search for
the deduced protein sequences translated from the TaGS3
homoeologs.

To clone the full-length genomic sequence of TaGS3 in
Chinese Spring a conserved primer pair yielding three frag-
ments was designed to amplify the three TaGS3 homoeologs.
The TaGS3mRNA was also cloned with that primer (Table S1).

Among the three TaGS3 homoelogous genes the length of
the third intron was conserved, whereas the lengths of the
fifth exon and the other three introns varied (Fig. 1-A).
Forward and reverse primers were designed at exons 2 and
exon 3, respectively, based on the length polymorphism of the
second intron to distinguish the three TaGS3 homoeologs
simultaneously.

3.2. Characterization of TaGS3 homoeologs

In contrast to the earlier report [20] we found that the open
reading frames of TaGS3-7A, TaGS3-4A, and TaGS3-7D were
1983, 1936, and 2351 bp, respectively. The cDNA of both TaGS3-
7A and TaGS3-7D were 510 bp and predicted to encode a
polypeptide with 169 amino acids. The cDNA of TaGS3-4Awas
513 bp and encoded 170 amino acids (Fig. 1-B). Like OsGS3, the
three TaGS3 homoeologs also consisted of five exons. The
lengths of the second, third and fourth exons of TaGS3 were
the same as those in OsGS3; that is, 53, 45, and 54 bp,
respectively (Fig. 1-A).

Nucleotide sequence analysis of the three TaGS3
homoeologs showed that their identities were 97.47%. The
TaGS3-4A protein contained one insertion, and there were 11
amino acid differences among the three genes (Fig. 1-B).
Sequence alignments showed that TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D
were more similar than either was to TaGS3-7A (Fig. 1-B, Fig.
S1). TaGS3-7D protein showed 98% similarity to Aegilops
tauschii, and the TaGS3 proteins showed higher similarities
with those in Hordeum vulgare (89%), Brachypodium distachyon
(63%), and Oryza sativa (62%) protein than in Arabidopsis
thaliana (40%) (Fig. S1).

3.3. TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7Dwere preferentially expressed in
developing grains

Temporal and spatial expression patterns of the TaGS3
homoeologs were investigated by quantitative real-time RT-
PCR using genome-specific primers (Table S1). All three were
ubiquitously expressed, but with different patterns in differ-
ent tissues. There was higher expression in developing grains
than in roots, stems and leaves.

Although all three genes were expressed in grains, their
expression abundances were significantly different (Fig. S2).
TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D were expressed at a much higher
level than TaGS3-7A, and TaGS3-4A was preferentially
expressed at the early stage of grain development. Since the
haplotypes of TaGS3-7D were reported previously [20] we
consequently focused on characterization of TaGS3-4A in the
remainder of this study.
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Fig. 1 – Gene structure and amino acid sequence of the three TaGS3 homoeologs in Kn9204. Solid blocks indicate exons and
lines represent introns. Numbers above both exons and introns denote size (bp).

Fig. 2 – Genetic effects of TaGS3-4A on plant morphology and grain size. (A) Phenotypes of WT (wild type, Kn199) and TaGS3-4A
transgenic line (OxGS3). (B) Grains of WT and OxGS3. (C) Confirmation of OxGS3 transgenic plant. (D–H) Grain trait comparisons
of WT and OxGS3. Error bars indicate standard error (n = 10). ⁎⁎, significant difference between WT and OxGS3 at P < 0.01.
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3.4. TaGS3 negatively regulates grain weight and size in
wheat

Transgenic TaGS3-4A over-expression lines in T. aestivum
cv. Kn199 were constructed to investigate the potential
function of TaGS3 (Fig. 2-A). Twenty positive lines (T0) were
obtained and verified by PCR (Fig. 2-C). One homozygous
line (T3) was used for phenotypic analysis. Ten T3 plants
were harvested and at least 200 seeds per plant were
analyzed. Compared with the wild type (WT) the transgenic
plants (OxGS3) had smaller grains (Fig. 2-B), with mean
reductions of 6.44% for TGW (Fig. 2-D), 4.08% for grain
circumference (Fig. 2-E), 4.99% for grain length (GL) (Fig. 2-F),
3.47% for grain width (GW) (Fig. 2-G) and 6.75% for grain
surface area (Fig. 2-H).

3.5. Allelic variation of TaGS3-4A

Fifteen polymorphic sites were detected in the TaGS3-4A
genomic sequences of the 260 MCC accessions (Fig. S3).
Eight SNPs (located at 634, 692, 710, 713, 718, 720, 1234, and
1258 bp) were present in introns and the exons had four
SNPs (1718, 1761, 1791, and 1826 bp). Insertion/deletion
(InDel) mutations were located at 354, 357, and 787 bp.
Based on the 354 bp InDel and SNPs at 357 and 713 bp we
identified five haplotypes, which were named HAP-4A-1 to
HAP-4A-5.

3.6. Marker development for TaGS3-4A

Two molecular markers were developed to distinguish the
TaGS3-4A haplotypes. One InDel with a short repeat sequence
(ACT) was at 354 bp. Based on the 3 bp repeat sequence
diversity, a marker was developed to discriminate HAP-4A-1/
3, HAP-4A-2/4, and HAP-4A-5 (Fig. 3-A, B). The nucleotide
polymorphism at 357 bp created a restriction enzyme recog-
nition site for Bsr I (ACTGG) (Fig. 3-C, D), which was employed
to develop a cleaved amplified polymorphism sequence
(CAPS) marker to distinguish HAP-4A-4 from the other four
haplotypes. No restriction enzyme recognition site was found
in HAP-4A-4 (357 bp deletion G), whereas it existed in the
other four haplotypes. Another restriction enzyme recogni-
tion site for Hpy188 I (TCNGA) at 713 bp was employed to
develop a CAPSmarker to distinguish HAP-4A-1 and HAP-4A-2
from HAP-4A-3, HAP-4A-4, and HAP-4A-5 (Fig. 3-E, F). An
Hpy188 I enzyme recognition site (TCAGA) was found in Hap-
4A-1 and Hap-4A-2, but not in Hap-4A-3/4/5 (ACAGA). Thus,
two markers for the three sites (354, 357, and 713 bp)
distinguished all five haplotypes.

3.7. Differences in TGW and GL among TaGS3-4A haplotypes

To associate TaGS3-4A haplotypes with TGW, GL and GW, the
two molecular markers were used to genotype the MCC. The
MCC accessions clustered into two sub-populations

Fig. 3 – Marker development for TaGS3-4A. (A, B) Marker developed using nucleotide polymorphism at 354 bp. (C, D) PCR
products of CAPSmarker designed for SNP at 357 bp restrictively digested by Bsr I. (E, F) PCR products of CAPSmarker based on
the SNP at 713 bp restrictively digested by Hpy188 I.
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representing landraces and modern cultivars [25]. Therefore,
the association analysis between TaGS3-4A haplotypes and
grain traits took population structure into account.

Haplotype association analysis of the full MCC panel
indicated that HAP-4A-1 was quite similar to HAP-4A-2with
positive effects on TGW and GL. Both were favorable
haplotypes that increased TGW and GL whereas HAP-4A-3
had a significantly negative effect on TGW and GL in all five
environments. The TGW differences between HAP-4A-1/2
and HAP-4A-3were 5.33 to 5.47, 3.79 to 3.98, 3.23 to 3.57, 3.26
to 6.17, and 4.82 to 5.12 g in 2002, 2005, 2006, 2010, and 2016,
respectively (Table S3). Compared with HAP-4A-3, the
favorable HAP-4A-1 haplotype enhanced GL by 0.30 to
0.46 mm in four of the five environments. For the landraces,
HAP-4A-1 significantly increased TKW and GL in five and
four environments, respectively. For the modern cultivars,
HAP-4A-2 has a significant influence on GL, with phenotypic
differences between HAP-4A-2 and HAP-4A-3 being 0.47,
0.44, 0.43, and 0.49 mm in 2002, 2006, 2010, and 2016,
respectively (Table S3). HAP-4A-1 and HAP-4A-2 had a
slightly different effect on GL in landraces and modern
cultivars (Table S3). TGW differences between HAP-4A-1/2
and HAP-4A-3 were larger in landraces than in modern
cultivars. This was possibly due to greater numbers of
superior alleles already selected in modern cultivars by
breeding.

3.8. Additive genetic effects of favorable haplotypes at TaGS3-
4A and TaGS3-7D

Association analysis was carried out on the MCC panel to
determine combination effects of different haplotypes at
the TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D loci. HAP-7D-1 and HAP-7D-2
were discriminated using a previously reported co-
dominant marker [20]. Association analysis showed that
the TGW of HAP-7D-2 haplotype was significantly higher
than that of HAP-7D-1 in all five environments (P < 0.01),
indicating that HAP-7D-2 was the favorable haplotype
(Table S4). The TGW differences between the two haplo-
types were 3.89, 3.90, 3.94, 3.49, and 5.27 g in 2002, 2005,
2006, 2010, and 2016, respectively. The two haplotypes were
also significantly different in GL, with mean differences of
0.32, 0.31, 0.25, 0.25, and 0.32 mm, respectively, in the five
environments (P < 0.01) (Table S4). TaGS3-7D was also
associated with GW, with the two haplotypes having
significant differences in four environments (P < 0.05)
(Table S4). The mean differences were 0.11, 0.09, 0.08, and
0.09 mm, respectively.

Combinations of favorable haplotypes of TaGS3-4A and
TaGS3-7D showed strong additive effects on TGW and GL.
HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 (type 1) was the best combination in
increasing TGW and GL. On the contrary, the combination
of HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-1 (type 6) manifested a significant
negative effect on TGW and GL in all five environments.
TGW and GL for the favorable haplotype combination
HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 in the MCC panel was 7.50 to 16.01 g
higher and 0.80 to 0.98 mm longer than those for HAP-4A-
3/HAP-7D-1 across environments (Table 1). However, the
combination HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 showed no association
with GW.

3.9. Haplotype frequencies of TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D in the
MCC panel

The frequencies of the TaGS3 haplotypes in the MCC were
determined. For TaGS3-4A, the combined frequency of supe-
rior HAP-4A-1 and HAP-4A-2 was 28.76% in landraces, 46.43%
in modern cultivars and 45.46% in introduced accessions (Fig.
S4). The frequencies in modern cultivars and introduced lines
were 17.67% and 16.70% higher than in landraces, respec-
tively. These results indicate that TaGS3-4A underwent strong
selection in breeding. For TaGS3-7D, the highest frequency of
HAP-7D-2 was 36.36% in introduced lines, 19.32% in modern
cultivars, and 10.07% in landraces (Fig. S4). This indicated that
there was far less selection for HAP-7D-2 in Chinese breeding
programs.

The frequency of the best favorable haplotype combination
(HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2, type 1) was 9.09% among introduced
lines, considerably higher than in both Chinese cultivars and
landraces (Fig. S4). These results imply that the pyramiding
effect of TaGS3-4A/TaGS3-7D was not selected by Chinese
breeding programs.

3.10. Favorable TaGS3 haplotypes have potential for yield
improvement globally

Favorable haplotypes associated with high yield traits are
subject to selection in breeding. Wheat production in China is
divided into ten ecological regions [25]. The distribution of
TaGS3-4A, TaGS3-7D haplotypes and TaGS3-4A/TaGS3-7D
combinations across regions were evaluated in landraces of
MCC and Chinese modern cultivars (MC) from wheat ecolog-
ical regions in China. For TaGS3-4A, the frequencies of HAP-
4A-1 and HAP-4A-2 were generally higher in regions X, II, V,
VII and IV with combined frequencies of 56.25%, 46.77%,
42.86%, 40.00%, and 34.55%, respectively. HAP-4A-4 was
relatively frequent (33.82%) in region III and HAP-4A-5 was
comparatively frequent in regions VI and IX (51.85% and
43.75%). The highest frequency of the inferior haplotype HAP-
4A-3 was around 40% in region VII and the lowest frequency
was 2.94% in region III (Fig. S5-A). For TaGS3-7D, the highest
frequency of the favorable HAP-7D-2 was 33.33% in region X
and the lowest frequency was 9.84% in region IV (Fig. S5-C).
Furthermore, our results indicated that distribution of the
favorable haplotype combination (type 1) was not as high as
might be predicted from the single haplotype frequencies. The
frequency of type 1 haplotype combination disappeared in
eight (I, II, IV, V, VI, VIII, IX, and X) of the ten regions, and the
highest frequency of HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 (type 1) was only
6.67% in region VII (Fig. S6).

Similar comparisons among materials from North Amer-
ica, CIMMYT, Europe, former USSR, Australia and China
indicated that the combined frequencies of HAP-4A-1 and
HAP-4A-2 were generally high in Europe, North America and
China at 46.97%, 40.11%, and 36.80%, respectively (Fig. S5-B).
For TaGS3-7D, the frequency of HAP-7D-2 was generally high
in Europe and North America at 63.87% and 48.74%, respec-
tively (Fig. S5-D). For the best favorable haplotype combina-
tion HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 (type 1), the frequency was 14.20% in
Europe and 7.65% in North America (Fig. 4). The low frequency
of type 1 in the global wheat collections suggests potential
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worldwide for its selection to improve yield based on higher
TGW and larger grain size.

4. Discussion

4.1. TaGS3 homoeologs are orthologs of OsGS3

The rice genome encodes three non-canonical Gγ subunits
(GS3, DEP1, and OsGGC2) [26,27]. TaGS3 was the non-canonical
Gγ subunit identified in wheat. Consistent with OsGS3 gene

structure, all of the three TaGS3 homoeologous genes have
five exons and four introns (Fig. 1). As mentioned in the
previous reports [21], TaGS3 homoeologs were located on
chromosomes 7A, 4A and 7D.

The OsGS3 was first identified as a major gene for grain
weight and grain length [17]. It explained 80%–90% of the
phenotypic variation in grain weight and length and acted as
a negative regulator of grain size. Comparative sequencing
analysis revealed that different nucleotide sequences of
OsGS3 in different varieties affected grain size. The nucleotide
differences among varieties mainly occurred in exon regions

Table 1 – Effect of TaGS3-4A/TaGS3-7D haplotype combinations on grain traits in five environments.

Environment Genotype Thousand grain weight (g) Grain length (mm) Grain width (mm)

02LY HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 46.56 ± 4.50 a(A) 7.05 ± 0.42 a(A) 3.28 ± 0.11 a
HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-1 35.37 ± 2.28 bc(B) 6.34 ± 0.12 b(B) 3.09 ± 0.05 ab
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-2 39.38 ± 1.40 bc(AB) 6.64 ± 0.11 ab(AB) 3.16 ± 0.08 ab
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-1 39.55 ± 1.04 bc(AB) 6.54 ± 0.08 b(AB) 3.17 ± 0.04 ab
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-2 36.04 ± 3.79 bc(B) 6.41 ± 0.13 b(AB) 2.92 ± 0.15 b
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-1 33.75 ± 0.98 c(B) 6.25 ± 0.08 b(B) 3.02 ± 0.03 ab
HAP-4A-4/HAP-7D-1 37.02 ± 1.47 bc(B) 6.37 ± 0.09 b(B) 3.14 ± 0.04 ab
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-2 40.60 ± 2.72 b(AB) 6.73 ± 0.23 ab(AB) 3.24 ± 0.09 a
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-1 36.06 ± 0.98 bc(B) 6.34 ± 0.08 b(B) 2.95 ± 0.05 b

05LY HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 38.75 ± 4.52 a 7.27 ± 0.36 a(A) 3.14 ± 0.09 a
HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-1 33.52 ± 2.34 ab 6.45 ± 0.13 b(B) 3.10 ± 0.10 a
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-2 36.45 ± 1.30 ab 6.64 ± 0.11 b(B) 3.12 ± 0.05 a
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-1 35.25 ± 1.01 ab 6.59 ± 0.08 b(B) 3.09 ± 0.03 a
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-2 33.45 ± 2.80 ab 6.50 ± 0.11 b(B) 3.08 ± 0.12 a
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-1 31.25 ± 0.90 b 6.29 ± 0.08 b(B) 3.05 ± 0.03 a
HAP-4A-4/HAP-7D-1 32.97 ± 1.36 ab 6.34 ± 0.09 b(B) 3.06 ± 0.05 a
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-2 37.54 ± 2.29 ab 6.70 ± 0.13 b(AB) 3.13 ± 0.10 a
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-1 32.16 ± 0.86 b 6.43 ± 0.07 b(B) 2.96 ± 0.03 a

06LY HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 44.78 ± 3.66 a(A) 7.26 ± 0.30 a(A) 3.22 ± 0.06 a
HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-1 33.86 ± 1.81 c(B) 6.42 ± 0.12 b(B) 3.19 ± 0.08 a
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-2 38.05 ± 1.33 bc(AB) 6.63 ± 0.10 b(B) 3.28 ± 0.04 a
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-1 37.45 ± 0.94 bc(B) 6.60 ± 0.08 b(B) 3.23 ± 0.02 a
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-2 36.46 ± 2.76 bc(B) 6.59 ± 0.14 b(B) 3.16 ± 0.12 a
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-1 33.77 ± 0.79 c(B) 6.30 ± 0.08 b(B) 3.16 ± 0.03 a
HAP-4A-4/HAP-7D-1 35.83 ± 1.31 bc(B) 6.41 ± 0.09 b(B) 3.15 ± 0.04 a
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-2 40.86 ± 2.53 ab(AB) 6.66 ± 0.13 b(B) 3.21 ± 0.08 a
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-1 34.77 ± 0.75 c(B) 6.49 ± 0.06 b(B) 3.13 ± 0.03 a

10SY HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 46.28 ± 3.59 a(A) 7.51 ± 0.34 a(A) 3.13 ± 0.07 a
HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-1 35.35 ± 1.67 bc(B) 6.59 ± 0.12 b(B) 3.17 ± 0.08 a
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-2 36.14 ± 1.45 bc(B) 6.82 ± 0.10 b(B) 3.11 ± 0.07 a
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-1 36.06 ± 1.08 bc(B) 6.81 ± 0.08 b(B) 3.10 ± 0.03 a
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-2 34.32 ± 3.49 bc(B) 6.72 ± 0.16 b(B) 3.02 ± 0.21 a
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-1 32.66 ± 0.83 c(B) 6.57 ± 0.08 b(B) 3.05 ± 0.02 a
HAP-4A-4/HAP-7D-1 35.69 ± 1.30 bc(B) 6.62 ± 0.08 b(B) 3.06 ± 0.04 a
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-2 40.26 ± 2.29 b(AB) 6.93 ± 0.16 b(B) 3.14 ± 0.07 a
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-1 34.00 ± 0.83 bc(B) 6.69 ± 0.07 b(B) 3.04 ± 0.03 a

16LC HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 63.10 ± 3.45 a(A) 7.77 ± 0.28 a(A) 3.71 ± 0.08 a
HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-1 48.29 ± 2.25 b(B) 6.79 ± 0.14 b(B) 3.49 ± 0.07 ab
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-2 52.81 ± 2.07 b(B) 7.10 ± 0.13 b(B) 3.61 ± 0.06 ab
HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-1 52.55 ± 1.32 b(B) 7.03 ± 0.09 b(B) 3.62 ± 0.03 ab
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-2 50.98 ± 4.80 b(B) 7.05 ± 0.10 b(B) 3.51 ± 0.17 ab
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-1 47.09 ± 1.18 b(B) 6.79 ± 0.10 b(B) 3.46 ± 0.03 b
HAP-4A-4/HAP-7D-1 51.47 ± 1.65 b(B) 6.90 ± 0.08 b(B) 3.58 ± 0.04 ab
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-2 55.19 ± 3.31 b(AB) 7.26 ± 0.20 b(AB) 3.62 ± 0.14 ab
HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-1 47.55 ± 1.24 b(B) 6.91 ± 0.07 b(B) 3.47 ± 0.03 ab

02LY, Luoyang (2002); 05LY, Luoyang (2005); 06LY, Luoyang (2006); 10SY, Shunyi (2010); 16LC, Luancheng (2016).
Different capital and small letters within groups indicate significance of differences between haplotypes at P < 0.01 and P < 0.05 for each trait,
respectively.
HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 (n = 5); HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-1 (n = 11); HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-2 (n = 20); HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-1 (n = 55); HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-2 (n = 5); HAP-
4A-3/HAP-7D-1 (n = 46); HAP-4A-4/HAP-7D-2 (n = 1); HAP-4A-4/HAP-7D-1 (n = 31); HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-2 (n = 8); HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-1 (n = 69).
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and regulated grain traits by producing frameshift mutations
that caused premature termination of transcription [18]. The
OsGS3-1 allele associated with medium grain length was
present in the majority of widely grown indica varieties, and
insertion of a 3 bp in the fifth exon did not change the grain
length, in contrast to its effect in most temperate japonica
varieties. However, one base pair deletion at the same site
caused a frameshift and generated an allele conferring small
grain. In contrast, premature termination of transcription
caused by a single base substitution in the second exon
greatly increased grain length [18].

Compared with OsGS3, only a few variations were found in
the exon sequences of TaGS3, and sequence polymorphism
mainly occurred in intron regions (Fig. S3). This phenomenon
has also been found in some other wheat genes. The yield-
related genes TaDep1 and TaSUS1-7B had nucleotide sequence
diversity in intron regions that influenced gene expression
[24,28].

4.2. Additive effects of TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D on TGW

Favorable alleles at each locus affecting grain yield gave
positive effects on phenotypic values. There were significant
additive effects when favorable alleles were combined [29].
Bread wheat is an allohexaploid grass species that arose
through hybridization of three related diploid grasses [30].
There are three possible evolutionary outcomes for

homoeologous genes in polyploids: retention of the original
or similar function, functional diversification, and gene
silencing [31]. Thus, it is meaningful to clone homoeologs
and distinguish their biological functions in polyploid plant
species. Haplotype interaction of TaGW2-6A and TaGW2-6B
showed additive effects between the favorable haplotypes
and Hap-6A-A/Hap-6B-1 was the best combination for in-
creased TKW [32]. In the present study, real-time RT-PCR
analysis showed that TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D were more
highly expressed in developing grains than TaGS3-7A (Fig. S2),
suggesting that TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D play more important
roles in grain development. Molecular markers of TaGS3-4A
and TaGS3-7D were therefore developed to facilitate selection
of grain traits in breeding. Association analysis revealed that
HAP-4A-1, HAP-4A-2 and HAP-7D-2 could individually in-
crease TGW by an average 13.33%, 11.83%, and 10.91% in the
five environments, respectively (Table S3, Table S4). These
results indicated the potential of the favorable haplotypes to
improve selected grain traits and thereby yield. The additive
effects of TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D showed that HAP-4A-1/
HAP-7D-2 was a superior combination that could increase
TGW by an average 34.5% across five environments (Table 1).
Our study suggested that the most favorable haplotype
combination was HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 and could be obtained
by marker-assisted selection.

The geographic distribution of TaGS3 haplotypes in the ten
Chinese wheat ecological production regions showed that the

Fig. 4 – The distribution of TaGS3-4A/TaGS3-7D haplotype combination in global wheat cultivars. Type 1, HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2;
Type 2, HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-1; Type 3, HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-2; Type 4, HAP-4A-2/HAP-7D-1; Type 5, HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-2; Type 6,
HAP-4A-3/HAP-7D-1; Type 7, HAP-4A-4/HAP-7D-2; Type 8, HAP-4A-4/HAP-7D-1; Type 9, HAP-4A-5/HAP-7D-2; Type 10, HAP-4A-
5/HAP-7D-1. CIMMYT, International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center; Former USSR, Former Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.
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frequency of the favorable haplotypes of TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-
7D were higher in region X (Fig. S5), and the favorable
haplotype combination HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2 was detected
only in regions VII and III (Fig. S6). The imbalanced distribu-
tion suggested that combined selection of HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-2
had not been considered in the past breeding process. For
example, in the Yellow-Huai River Valleys (region II), the
major Chinese wheat production area, the frequency of HAP-
4A-1/HAP-7D-2 combination was zero compared to the
individual frequencies of 1.61% and 14.70%, respectively. We
assume that the favorable haplotype combination HAP-4A-1/
HAP-7D-2 confer too longer grain generating lemma and palea
fail to close properly, which might cause pre-harvest
sprouting. Thus, the highest frequency of HAP-4A-1/HAP-7D-
2 combination was detected in the drought northern spring
wheat region (VII) (Fig. S6). This research indicates the scope
for improving grain traits through marker-assisted selection
and provides a useful example for understanding interaction
of homeologous genes controlling complex traits in polyploid
wheat.

4.3. The favorable haplotypes of TaGS3 did not predominate in
all six wheat world production regions

TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D have undergone selection in wheat
breeding (Fig. S4), but HAP-4A-1, HAP-4A-2, and HAP-7D-2
were not predominating haplotypes of those genes in wheat
cultivars (Fig. S5). Comprehensive analysis of TaGS3-4A and
TaGS3-7D indicated that the type 1 haplotype combination
had not undergone strong selection in wheat breeding. There
may be three reasons for this. First, genetic results indicated
that TaGS3 is a negative regulator of grain weight and size (Fig.
2), and its expression level in grains was negatively related to
TGW (Fig. S7). Thus, effective selection of the favorable
haplotypes of TaGS3 was lack in wheat breeding. The
molecular markers developed in this study will be helpful for
identifying the favorable haplotypes to improve grain traits in
wheat. Second, selection of favorable TaGS3 haplotypes is
influenced by a balance of all yield-related genes during
breeding. It was observed that there was no advantage in
predicting yield and protein content in rye when many traits
are considered for simultaneous improvement as additional
traits could introduce issues in co-linearity [33]. Miralles and
Slafer [34] reviewed the factors influencing grain yield and
concluded that increased grain yield was associated with
higher grain number but was also associated with a negative
relationship between grain number and grain weight. Thus,
we assume that favorable haplotypes of TaGS3 might be
neglected during selection of other yield-related traits in the
early generations of breeding. Third, there are different levels
of gene function regulation. Except for nucleotide sequence
polymorphism, there are other avenues of regulation such as
transcriptional regulation and transcript modification that
may dominate development of grain traits. As a consequence,
favorable TaGS3 haplotypes might not have been effectively
selected in past breeding programs. In fact, we found that
alternative splicing (AS) of TaGS3 does exist in wheat (Fig. S8).
It has been reported as an important transcriptional regula-
tory mechanism for gene expression diversity in eukaryotes
[35–37].

5. Conclusions

Expression, haplotypes, genetic effects and geographic distri-
bution of TaGS3 were analyzed. Transgenic results indicated
that TaGS3 was a negative regulator of grain weight and grain
size. Two functional markers were developed to distinguish the
five haplotypes of TaGS3-4A found in the test panels. Haplo-
types HAP-4A-1 and HAP-4A-2 were associated with higher
TGW and longer GL and therefore regarded as favorable.
Cultivars carrying HAP-7D-2 exhibited higher TGW and longer
GL than those carrying HAP-7D-1 in the MCC panel. The
combination of favorable TaGS3-4A and TaGS3-7D haplotypes
gave significant additive effects on TGW and GL. However, the
favorable haplotypes HAP-4A-1/2, HAP-7D-2 and the HAP-4A-1/
HAP-7D-2 combination occurred at lower frequencies in global
wheat panels, thus generating opportunities for improving
grain traits by marker-assisted selection. This research also
provides a valuable example of understanding the interaction
of alleles/haplotypes at homoeologous gene loci in control of
complex traits in polyploid species.
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